VOICE OF THE POOR AND INCARCERATED.

SINS OF OUR FATHER AND THE I.O.O.F.
WHO WILL SAVE ALL OF HUMANITY?

IN A CIVILIZED SOCIETY, SOCIETY IS OFTEN JUDGED BY HOW ITS MOST VULNERABLE ARE TREATED BY MEMBERS OF ITS OWN POPULATION.

TODAY AMERICA HAS AT LEAST 2.3 MILLION PEOPLE IN PRISON.

RELATIVELY 6.7 MILLION PEOPLE ARE UNDER CORRECTIONAL CONTROL WHICH INCLUDES NOT ONLY INCARCERATION BUT ALSO PROBATION AND PAROLE.

MOREOVER I THINK SOME REAL FOCUS AND ATTENTION NEEDS TO BE GIVEN TO THE CONCEPT AND THOUGHT THAT REFLECTS ON MENTAL ILLNESS AND MENTAL REPROGRAMING THAT OCCURS ONCE THE BRAIN BECOMES SEXUALLY AND PSYCHOLOGICALLY DEPRIVED AND SUFFERS FROM THE SEVERE EFFECTS OF A LOVELESS ENVIRONMENT.

THE MENTAL REPROGRAMING CAUSES THE BRAIN TO SEEK ATTENTION AND AFFECTION ANYWHERE IT CAN, BE FOUND IN A LOVELESS ENVIRONMENT LIKE PRISON.

(1.)
Voice of the Poor and Incarcerated (V.O.T.I.P.A.I.)

In a male prison men are deprived of sexual contact with females for years, except during a rare visit from a girlfriend or wife if there are still around.

In a visiting room situation you're allowed to hug and kiss at the very beginning and at the end. This limited contact is not enough to fulfill man's natural cravings for the opposite sex.

Equally important is the adverse effect this real physical, psychological, and mental depravity has on a man's inner psyche.

The brain once deprived of physical contact and emotional interaction with the opposite sex starts to focus its attention anywhere it can. Find a physical, emotional and transferable substitution for its natural craving.

In this situational environment the absence of human female contact starts to cause the imprisoned male to become psychologically, mentally and sexually deprived.
Immediately following this transferable mental and sexual metamorphosis the mind becomes totally deprived and the male behavior becomes more deviate and off balanced, often changing entirely from its normal cycle of fulfillment.

Moreover prison systems and structural programs are out-dated and antiquated when it comes to male and female inter-action.

The I.D.O.C. executives, administrators and policy makers aren't supporting no reform in this area.

Men in the I.D.O.C. and prisons the world over are mentally and psychologically being deprived of human and female physical contact on a controlled and isolated basis and then are suspected to act and perform normally when released back into free society.

The I.D.O.C. and any prison or institution that doesn't offer conjugal visits on some level is supporting the tactics of a deprived and mentally deprived (3) environment
I believe a more humanitarian approach should be put in place opposed to the do nothing methods that are used showing no regard for real reform and restorative justice.

The history of prisons and dungeons date back well into ancient civilization, often a person found guilty of a crime was severely punished; tortured and or simply put to death, without a fair trial or any regard toward rehabilitation.

Nonetheless, that was then, this is now; American prison systems along with their executive officers need to evolve and start operating prisons from a real humanitarian standard.

It's an African expression that suggests that it takes a village to raise a child; juxtapose to that wise statement I would then think it would be equally qualifying to suggest that it takes all of humanity to change such a flawed legal apparatus as the real E.D.O.C and other prisons across the world.